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Ideas for using the songs in the classroom

English songs help children to remember expressions and phrases through 
repetition, while practising pronunciation in a natural and effective way. 
When children are enjoying themselves and feel emotionally secure, their 
ability to learn is enhanced. In this section you will fi nd general ideas for 
using songs in the classroom as well as specifi c activities to accompany 
the 12 Kid’s Box songs.
• Songs are a great way to channel your pupils’ energy and creativity. Use them 

at any point in the lesson to provide a change of pace and focus. Put on the 
DVD for pupils to listen and sing along to while doing project work or arts and 
craft activities. This is an effective way of creating more exposure to English in 
the classroom.

• Incorporate songs as part of the classroom routine as a warmer at the start of 
the class or at the end to fi nish the lesson. 

• Pupils need to be given time to learn a song. Start by having them listen and 
perhaps clap along two or three times to become familiar with the tune and 
words before inviting them to sing along. 

• Divide pupils into groups and ask them to stand up to sing the songs. The 
performing group can stand while the audience remains seated. Encourage 
the audience to clap along and to give a generous round of applause to all 
performers. 

• Use TPR (total physical response) or actions to aid understanding and 
memory of the vocabulary in the songs. For example mime the different 
actions when singing I can run and play. Pupils can point to objects and mime 
actions and adjectives as they sing. You can provide them with the actions or 
alternatively ask them to invent their own.

• Divide the class into two groups singing alternate lines of the song. This works 
well with answer and response songs as well as those that use the characters 
from the Pupil’s Books.

• A selection of percussion instruments, such as tambourines, cymbals, maracas, 
jingles, woodblocks and chimes should be available in the classroom. These will 
encourage pupils to keep the rhythm and help involve less confi dent pupils in 
the activity. Alternatively, pupils could make some percussion instruments as a 
craft activity.
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Ideas for using karaoke in the classroom
• You can add excitement by turning the karaoke activity into a concert. For 

this you need to allow pupils to prepare the song, perhaps giving them time to 
practise dance steps and routines together as well. 

• If you wish to turn the karaoke activity into a competition, divide the class 
into pop groups and ask each group to choose a name. Allow the groups 
plenty of time to practise their acts. You can be the judge (with or without 
other pupils). The pop groups take turns singing the song, with 1–5 stars being 
awarded for each performance (make sure to be generous!). If the class is 
enjoying the activity, groups winning fi ve stars can be the fi nalists, with the rest 
of the class deciding on the winners. 

• Use the karaoke version to perform original songs. Once pupils know the 
tune, they can write their own lyrics to the songs or substitute different words. 
They can then perform their new version to the class.

• If you have a microphone and recorder available, or a video camera, you will 
be able to provide children with a thrilling reality-show style experience (you 
may need permission from parents to video your class).

The Kid’s Box songs
Kid’s Box 2 Teacher’s Resource Pack contains specifi c song worksheets for you to 
use with your pupils.

Unit 1. A, b, c
Play alphabet bingo. Cut up cardboard into 26 postcard-sized cards, and give 
one to each pupil. Assign each pupil a letter to draw onto their card. If you have 
fewer than 26 pupils earlier fi nishers can do the remaining letters; if more, ask 
some pupils to do their fi rst initial. Pupils draw a 3X3 grid in their notebooks and 
write a letter in each square. Then they cut up nine squares of paper to cover 
their letters as they are called out. Put the cards the pupils have made in an 
envelope and pull them out one by one until you have a winner. 
The same cards can be reused. Pupils can hold them up while singing the song, 
spell words using the cards, put them in alphabetical order, etc.

Unit 2. In the classroom
There’s a … in the classroom. Using the karaoke version and the Kid’s Box 
vocabulary fl ashcards, ask groups of pupils to put fi ve fl ashcards on the board 
using sticky tack. Sing the song with their substitutions. 

Unit 3. Whose jacket?
Whose is this …? Bring a bag to class. Ask each pupil to put something they’ve 
brought to school into the bag without showing the others what it is (e.g. a pen 
or eraser, a small toy, hair clip, etc.). Pull an object out of the bag, asking, Whose 
is this/are these? Pupils take turns guessing. The child who guesses the owner 
correctly, pulls the next item out of the bag. 
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Unit 4. Grandpa!
Whose shoes? Pupils trace around their shoes or feet on pieces of paper or card. 
They draw and colour the shoe outlines, as if looking down at them from above 
(encourage pupils to use their imagination). After they have cut them out, put the 
shoes on the fl oor and ask questions such as: Whose shoes are green and purple? 
Anna, are these shoes yours? Which shoes are David’s? until all the owners have 
collected their shoes. Display the shoes under the heading ‘Whose shoes? ’ with 
a written description beside each pair of shoes. Pupils could also use their paper 
shoes as props to sing the karaoke version of the song in small groups.

Unit 5. I can run and play
At the park: Charades. Ask the class to look at the park on page 31 of their 
Pupil’s Book. Pupils tell you what they do in the park (you may need to help by 
translating some of their activities into English), e.g. ride a bike, walk the dog, play 
on the swings, play with their friends, etc. Write the activities on the board. Tell 
pupils they’re in the park. A pupil comes to the front. Ask, What are you doing in 
the park, Alicia? The child mimes one of the activities on the board and the class 
tries to guess which one it is. If they guess incorrectly, take the opportunity to say, 
e.g. No, she isn’t playing on the swings! What’s she doing? 

Unit 6. It’s morning
Class survey: What do you have for breakfast? Ask your pupils to name 
different types of breakfast foods. Write the food and drink words on the board. 
Ask the children how many have bread for breakfast and get a show of hands for 
each food and drink. Make a bar graph to show what pupils in the class have for 
breakfast. See Activity Book, page 57, for an example using clothes. Alternatively 
you could get your pupils to do the breakfast survey in small groups.

Unit 7. Cows in the kitchen
Animals in the classroom. Using the animal fl ashcards for the unit (and others 
the children know, if you wish), put the animals in unusual places around the 
classroom. Drill the sentences the children need to know, for example, Spiders 
in the bag eek eek eek! Using the karaoke version, sing the song pointing to the 
animals around the room.

Unit 8. School rap
Paired speaking activity: Giving instructions. In their notebooks, pupils write 
the numbers 1, 2 and 3 in a column in the left hand margin. Tell them to choose 
three of the seven instructions in the song and write them in any order. Then they 
copy the last two lines of the song. In pairs pupils read out their instructions to 
each other and check that their partner can follow them correctly. Strong pupils 
or classes can invent their own instructions, as long as they use objects their 
partners know. With weaker classes, you could ask them to copy only one or 
two instructions.
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Unit 9. I’ve got you, Monty
I’ve got … poems. Write the fi rst few words of each line on the board:
I’ve got a … I’ve got a … I’ve got a good friend, a small/big/happy/toy/pet …
Pupils copy the words and fi ll the gaps with things they have. The friend referred 
to in lines three and four can be a toy, pet, friend or family member. If pupils 
rewrite their poems neatly and add a picture or photograph (either in class time 
or for homework), this page would make an ideal addition to the dossier sections 
of their Kid’s Box English Portfolios.

Unit 10. I love fi shing 
Class game: Diagonals. If you can’t clear a large space in the middle of your classroom 
you will need to take some chalk and go to the playground to play this game. 
Mark out a large square on the fl oor with pupils standing in a diagonal line from 
one end to the other. On the board (or on the ground using chalk), at one 
extreme of the diagonal line draw two hearts (for love). At the other extreme, 
draw two hearts with crosses (for hate). Between the two love hearts and the 
middle of the line, draw one heart (for like). Close to the two hearts with crosses 
through them, draw one heart with a cross through it (for don’t like). This leaves 
the middle of the line for a so-so response to the words mentioned. 
Start with a word like ‘spiders’ which pupils have a strong reaction to. Tell them 
to stand on the appropriate place on the diagonal line. Then say chocolate. Pupils 
move again. Continue with a mixture of food and animal words, and of course 
include the activities found in the song. 

Unit 11. Chocolate cake
Birthday wishes. Combine the unit topic (birthdays) with language found in the 
song for this activity. Tell pupils to imagine that it’s their birthday. On the board, 
write: Happy birthday! 1. What would you like to eat? I’d like … 2. What would you 
like to drink? I’d like … 3. What would you like for a present? I’d like …

Pupils write their answers in their notebooks. If you have time, get pupils to ask 
and answer in pairs. Pupils could write their answers out neatly and add a picture 
of their party for a wall display or to put in the dossier sections of their Kid’s Box 
English portfolios.

Unit 12. At the beach
We’re writing a new song: group karaoke. Divide the class into four groups, 
giving each group a different card (some suggestions: in the mountains, in the 
country, at the cinema, in the park, in the hotel, on the river, on the moon). 
Groups start their song with We’re writing a new song, continuing with we’re + 
present continuous activities. Pupils write four things they can do in the places on 
their card. Pupils take turns singing their version of the song to the class, miming 
their actions as they sing. Alternatively, write a song as a class, choosing one of 
the places above and deciding on the words together. 
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